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Abstract
In this paper we offer a new explanatory tool, called ‘dynamic research sketching’ useful
for mapping and understanding how research through design can be a vehicle for theory
construction. ‘Research through design’ is often used as an all-inclusive umbrella term for
research practices that recognize the process of designing and making an artifact as a
legitimate method of inquiry. However, even though this type of research is thus grounded
in design practice there are many different ways in which the process of designing and
making an artifact can be used as a method of inquiry in order to explore a research
question. Occasionally, the lack of a systematic methodology for research through design
being able to make clarifications and distinctions between various methods has been
pointed out. Yet, only few attempts have been made to compensate for this lack. In this
paper, the aim is to make a first step toward such a methodology. Initially, we set the scene
by providing a critical examination of existing literature on the subject. Then, we
demonstrate the explanatory strength of dynamic research sketching by applying it to three
case examples. In so doing, we uncover three different methods for using design practice as
a vehicle for theory construction. Finally, we discuss and conclude on our findings by
holding them up against our critique of existing frameworks.

Keywords: research methods, theory construction, research-throughdesign
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0. Introduction
Over the last decade or so, the term ‘research-through-design’ has come into widespread
use in design research. Originally, the term was introduced by Frayling (1993) as an
attempt to demarcate a position for design research that is not confined narrowly to
scientific methods of inquiry, but which employs methods and processes from design
practice. In parallel Archer (1995) introduced the term research-through-practice as an
attempt to make a space for practice-based research within the traditions of action
research.
The two papers by Archer and Frayling represent an important step in the maturing of
design research as a discipline. Notably, because they spurred an increasing interest in
uncovering the methodological principles characteristic of a research-through-design
approach and how knowledge acquired through such an approach is different from
knowledge built up from so-called scientific methods of inquiry (see e.g. Cross, 1999, 2001;
Fallman, 2008; Sevaldson, 2010; Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2008; Zimmerman, Stolterman, &
Forlizzi, 2010).
However, despite the rich literature on the subject, we argue in this paper that the current
usage of the term ‘research-through-design’ is in need of some important clarifications.
First of all, the term is often used, as an all-embracing umbrella term covering a wide range
of research practices, which do not share the same methods of inquiry, even though they
all qualify as research through design. This raises a fundamental question: How do we
account systematically for the various methods of doing research through design? As will
be shown in our initial examination of some existing frameworks none of them provides a
satisfactory answer to this question.
Secondly, there is a common belief among design researchers that research-throughdesign can be used not only to investigate previously articulated theory, but also to
construct new theories (see e.g. J. M. Carroll & Kellogg, 1989; Haynes & Carroll, 2007;
Zimmerman et al., 2010). However, little effort has been spent so far in developing
conceptual frameworks for understanding how research-through-design can be a vehicle
for theory construction. Admittedly, Friedman (2003) and Zimmerman et al. (2010) have
dealt thoroughly with the nature of theories in design research, but they give no explanation
of the constructive role of research artefacts and experiments.
The overall aim of this paper is to provide an initial framework for understanding three
elementary forms of theory construction within research-through-design: (i) theory
refinement (ii) theory extension, and (iii) theory merging. Our framework will be built up
from a critical examination of existing research on the subject as well as from our empirical
investigations of some on-going research projects. In order to provide a systematic account
of theory construction we introduce “dynamic research sketching” as a new explanatory
tool. Dynamic research sketching is about taking one of the most central techniques of the
design process, namely sketching and use it as a technique for mapping and
understanding how theory building may result from the process of designing and making an
artefact. More specifically, by using dynamic research sketching it is possible to visualize
theory construction as a dynamic interplay between three basic constituents: research
question, program, and experiment (cf. Brandt & Binder, 2007). In so doing, we also get an
opportunity to make some critical distinctions between different methods underlying theory
construction. This is an important clarification for the future use of the term “research
through design”. Finally, we compare the explanatory strengths and weaknesses of our
framework with the most influential frameworks found in the existing research literature. On
the basis of this we point out areas for future research.
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1. Related frameworks
Research through design is generally understood as a research approach that recognizes
the process of making and designing an artefact as a legitimate method of inquiry for
design research. Over the years a growing body of literature has appeared, which aims at
establishing this research approach as an intellectual culture of its own. Initially, most effort
was spent on defining research through design in its difference from analytical and artistic
research practices in science, humanities and art (see e.g. Archer, 1995; Cross, 1999;
Frayling, 1993), Later on, there has been an increasing interest in developing a more
nuanced account of this type of research as it is practiced cross-disciplinarily together with
other constructive practices such as engineering and computer science, for instance, in
interaction design and HCI (see e.g. Fallman, 2003, 2005, 2008; Haynes & Carroll, 2007;
Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2008).
However, it is symptomatic for much of this work that the word “research through design” is
often used as an all-inclusive umbrella term covering various and sometimes even
divergent research practices that seem at first hand difficult to gather under one and the
same rubric. Unless some additional explanatory concepts and definitions are developed,
there is thus a risk that the term will end up serving as a big stewing pot where notions of
research through design are mixed into one ambiguous categorical complex instead of
providing clarity and understanding.
In order to make up for this lack of clarity, more recently, Zimmerman et al. (2010, p. 311)
have argued for the necessity of defining the “details of what constitute this approach.” And
this is exactly what we aim for in this paper. By presenting dynamic research sketching, we
offer a new explanatory tool enabling design researchers not only to define research
through design according to a basic set of constituents, but also to increase knowledge on
how research of this type can lead to new theory building. In so doing, we attempt to make
a preliminary outline of a methodology for theory construction in research through design.
In order to see why there is a need for a tool like this, it is necessary to get an idea of how
it remedies many of the shortcomings inherent in some of the existing tools and
frameworks. Hence, before going into a more detailed presentation of dynamic research
sketching, we provide a critical examination of three selected frameworks dealing with
either methodological clarification or theory building or both.
One attempt towards a more formal account of methods used in research through design is
provided by Zimmerman and Forlizzi (2008) who suggest that a foundational distinction
should be made between at least two different methodological approaches: (i) a
philosophical approach, where researchers wish to “investigate a previously articulated
theory through a process of making” (e.g. ‘ludic interaction’, ‘rich interaction’, ‘aesthetics of
interaction’, etc.); and (ii) a grounded approach, where researchers focus “on real-world
problems by making things that force a concrete framing of the problem”. However, under
closer scrutiny it turns out that Zimmerman and Forlizzi’s two categories rest upon a false
dichotomy. More often than not the philosophical and grounded methods are used
interchangeably in the research process. Yet, this shouldn’t lead to the conclusion that
there is no reason to distinguish between different methods. Only that, we need to find
more accurate concepts for providing a systematic account of methods within research
through design.
More recently, Zimmerman et al. (2011) have argued that instead of categorizing research
through design projects according to how research problems are formed, they should
rather be classified according to various forms of knowledge outcome. Insofar as the
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authors focus on how research through design may produce new theory, they propose a
classification divided into three theoretical outcomes: conceptual frameworks, philosophical
guidelines, and design implications (Zimmerman et al., 2010, s. 313). While we find this
classification very useful for systematizing and evaluating the contribution of this type of
research, it says only little, if anything about how processes of making and designing an
artefact may serve as a vehicle for theory construction. So, Zimmerman et al. (2011) leave
us empty handed with no explanation of the underlying methods of theory construction in
research through design.
However, a third framework addressing precisely this question is given Brandt and Binder
(2007) who suggest that a research through design projects can be accurately defined in
terms of three basic constituents: research question, program and experiment.
Furthermore, they offer the following diagram illustrating how these constituents interrelate
in a research project:

Figure 1: Diagram for a methodology grounding of research through design
Source: Brandt & Binder (2007)

The research question (Q) is what guides the inquiry by setting an overall scope. The
program is what specifies, an area of exploration setting goals of what is to be achieved by
the research project; or framing the designerly experiments by proposing the employment
of particular methods and tools (Brandt & Binder, 2007:5). Typically, the program also
contains information about economical constraints, technological requirements, end users,
etc. Yet, the program says nothing about how to make inquiries into the research question
through designing and making of artefacts. This is subject to experimentation (X) through
which the design researcher explores the program, thereby trying to produce new
knowledge on the research question. Experiments can take many forms such as
workshops and participatory design processes, prototyping, material explorations, body
storming, video sketching, and so on.
Brandt and Binder’s framework is based upon the idea that experiments play a key role as
a vehicle for knowledge production. Consequently, they use the notion “experimental
design research” as a label for their framework, but it is synonymous with research through
design (cf. the notion of experimental design research as founded by Binder & Redström,
2006).
Now, Brandt and Binder’s central claim is that their framework allows for a “methodological
grounding of design research driven by designerly experiments” (Brandt & Binder, 2007, s.
5). We agree that indeed they manage to go a long way in formalizing this type of research.
Interestingly, on the basis of their diagram it is thus possible to distinguish various research
methods from each other, which all qualify as research through design. For instance, in
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their article three different research methods exemplified by three phd-projects are
explained.
Our critique of Brandt and Binder lies elsewhere. Insofar as our aim is to make a
preliminary outline of a methodology for theory construction, the diagram should be able to
integrate theory construction as part of the research project. But it simply has no place for
the role and use of theory in experimental design research. So, while the diagram may be
valuable for mapping out different experimental methods in design research, the question
as to how these methods are involved in theory construction are left out of consideration.
Secondly, the diagram only provides us with a static image of an experimental research
process. As pointed out by Redström (2011), experimental design research is a dialectic
process where the outcome of experiments influences the program and research question.
For instance, experiments may push the research into a new direction, calling for instance,
for a reformulation of the research question or a broadening or narrowing of the program.
Simply replicating the diagram at different stages throughout the process will not help us to
uncover this dialectic process. What we need is to develop a dynamic diagram, which
shows how the constituents mutually influence each other.
Thirdly, experiments are represented vaguely with an X in the diagram, even though they
are given centre stage in Brandt and Binder’s framework. Like in mathematics where the X
symbolizes the unknown. We need to acquire a microscopic view into this unknown, to
open up the experiments in order to discover what they do to theory. Theory is not only fed
into design research. Experiments do something to a theory that is fed into a research
project. They usually feed back into theory calling for refining or extending conceptual
foundations, or for merging theories into new hybrid constellations. To get a more concise
understanding of this constructive role of experiments, we argue that it is necessary to
revise the diagram, and that dynamic research sketching holds the key for this further
development.

2. Dynamic Research Sketching
Dynamic research sketching is a new tool we have developed in order to explain some
methods underlying theory construction within research through design. In contrast to
Brandt and Binder’s diagram, dynamic research sketching includes theory construction as
an integral part of the research process. Furthermore, dynamic research sketching focuses
to a larger extent on providing a detailed look into what experiments are made of and how
recurrent experimentation influences the knowledge flow of the research project as a
whole. This is what makes research sketching dynamic, because it unravels
interrelationships between research question, program and experiment as the research
process unfolds. On the basis of research sketching, we can then construct new diagrams,
which is pivotal for giving a formal and systematic account of methods as underlying new
theory formation (cf. Markussen, Knutz, & Christensen, 2011).
In this section, we give a more thorough introduction to dynamic research sketching and
we demonstrate its explanatory strength by applying it to three PhD research projects,
each of which produce new theory, but in three different ways: (i) theory refinement is when
experimental research calls for redefining concepts of an existing theory or which makes
this theory able to account for phenomena that has hitherto gone unnoticed; (ii) theory
extension is when experiments call for adding new analytical concepts or principles to an
existing theory or for widening its conceptual foundations with new core assumptions and
theorems; (iii) theory merging is when a project push toward new theory building by
integrating two (or more) theories that do not usually come together.
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2.1 Theory Refinement
In this section we apply research sketching to a completed PhD-project, which was
concerned with the operationalization of the strategic term ‘emotional value’ in relation to
design of applied textiles (Bang, 2010). This PhD project addresses specific challenges of
the textile industry, namely that the global knowledge economy increasingly forces
companies to include user-participation and value innovation in their product development.
This challenge was identified in a general context, which was the European textile industry
and explored within the local context of a Danish textile company. The intended outcome of
the project was to develop participatory approaches that the textile designer can apply to
the design process. Formulated as frameworks, tools and procedures these approaches
also serve as exemplars for critical knowledge dissemination to the design research
community.
The project was based on a research through design approach with design experiments at
its core from the outset. In order to plan, conduct and analyze these experiments within this
research project it was necessary to expand the initial research program by studying
design practice, applied textiles, emotional value, and ways to apply an exploratory approach to the design process. This included the study of literature and various theories on
each of these areas: textile design, participatory design, emotion theories and the repertory
grid (an interview technique). It was significant for the project that research questions,
program and design experiments developed in parallel. Seven experiments were
conducted as an iterative process where new experiments built on previous ones. During
the study four main themes was identified: i) Textile design practice and the approach to
applied textiles, ii) emotional value and how to operationalize it, iii) development of tools for
dialogue combining material exploration with verbal articulation, iv) stakeholder
participation. To get an overview of the project, an initial diagram can be made by drawing
upon Brandt and Binder’s framework (see Figure 2):

Figure 2
Source: Bang (2011)

The diagram shows that seven design experiments were conducted one after the other
during the project (X1-X7). It also indicates that the program is centered around four
research themes (P1-P4). Finally it illustrates that there are two research questions (RQ1-
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RQ2). However, this is a rather static diagram, which doesn’t capture the dialectics
between the research program and the design experiments and the influence on the
research questions. Nor does it tell anything about the iterative process of the design
experiments.
It is also difficult to gain insight into the progression of the research project. For example
the diagram doesn’t tell us how theory is informing the design experiments; nor does it say
anything about the kind of theory construction that came out as a result of recurrent
experimentation.
Theory construction in this project can be described as theory refinement. Theory in this
case is theory on participatory design, which was studied as part of strengthening the
program. Simultaneously repertory grid was explored through the design experiments
where it was applied to design games, which is a well-described approach within
participatory design. Among other things this research resulted in 1) a game structure and
2) a tool for dialogue, which has contributed to refine the theory and knowledge about
participatory approaches. The game structure and dialogue tool give design researchers
access to working with emotional values in textiles as a new domain for participatory
design processes. This is what we refer to as theory refinement. In order to capture this
process, we use dynamic research sketching instead of Brandt and Binder’s diagram:

Figure 3
Source: Bang (2011)

Figure 3 is a dynamic research sketch showing that the project was initiated by the
question: How can emotional value be defined through a study of the company’s design
process? (QA). The aim with this question was to discuss and qualify the initial research
program. The sketch was a way to organize theory, collected material and actions taken as
a part of a research program. In this way, it was possible to explore how different
combinations of these elements interacted with the experiment and thereby produced
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knowledge, which led to a reformulation of the research question: How can we understand
emotional value in textile design?
The sketch shows that it is a combination of theory, selected material and various actions
that drives the dialectics between program and experiment. The sketch also shows how a
strengthened program can sharpen and reformulate a research question. This process took
place several times during the project. This is shown below in a simpler and more
diagrammatic sketch:

Figure 4
Source: Bang (2011)

For each new experiment the program was both challenged and strengthened. Thereby the
theory was refined a little more during each of the iterations.
One of the results of experimenting was for example that the program developed from a
stated objective of exploring emotional value focusing specifically on tactile and visual
perception. During the experiments it was discovered that this was a rather narrow focus,
which couldn’t capture the full experience of emotional value of applied textiles including
not only the textile but also the object on which the textile was mounted and the context it
was placed in. Therefore the project changed the direction to a broader and holistic focus
on emotion and pleasure.
Another result of the experiments was that several variations of the repertory grid
technique were explored. During experimentation it became possible to develop a tool for
dialogue about personal experience of emotional value and a design game structure, both
based on the repertory grid technique. In this way, the repertory grid was used to refine the
theory and knowledge about participatory approaches, which generally offer no techniques
and tools for sharing experiences on emotional values in textile design.
Now, on the basis of these sketches we would like to propose ta substantial revision of
Brandt and Binder’s diagram:
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Figure 5
Source: Bang (2011)

Figure 5 shows that as the project progresses the objective is articulated into research
questions. The theory is embedded in the program and refined in the dialectics between
program and experiments and in the process of answering the research questions in a way
that forms exemplars for critical knowledge dissemination.
The dotted beginning of the program line symbolizes that the program itself in the
beginning is initial and only vaguely constructed. As the research progresses it is
challenged and strengthened due to the dialectics between the program and the design
experiments. This is symbolized in the way the dotted line is transformed into a thick and
massive line, which finally point to exemplars as an outcome of a research project like this.
The wavy line that moves between the questions and the experiments throughout the
program indicates the dialectics between research program and design experiments. The
line also moves outside the program to the research questions symbolizing that these are
reformulated. The way the line thickens and merges into the program line in the end of the
project shows how program, experiments and questions are intertwined in the end of the
project and together form the exemplars.

2.2 Theory Extension
In this subsection we demonstrate how dynamic research sketching can be useful for
explaining theory extension. More precisely, we apply it to an ongoing research project that
has extended the existing theory on the particular approach to data visualization known as
‘transformation’. Transformation was originally conceived of by the founding members of
Isotype as the step of extracting, arranging and simplifying data into visual form.
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While many principles of transformation have already been described in various essays
and writings (see Pedersen, 2011), this research project contributes with new insights by
taken on a research through design approach. Thus, rather than relying only on writings,
the project employs data visualization as a method of making inquiry into the
transformation approach as it was used by Marie Neurath in her work on the so-called
Bliston project. The Bliston project is an exhibition from 1947, containing 12 charts on
housing conditions in Bilston, a poor neighborhood in Staffordshire, England.
Figure 6 is a simplified research sketch of the project that enables us to differentiate and
see relationships in the project:

Figure 6: Simplified Dynamic Research Sketch for Visualizing Transformation
Source: Pedersen (2011)

As this research sketch shows, a research question (Q0) initiated the project: What is the
right balance between data and picture in a statistical chart? This question was narrowed in
by an extensive literature review (T0) and its knowledge output (K0) gave birth to a new
question (Q): How does transformation influences the statistical chart? Furthermore the
program (P) exploring Marie Neurath’s transformation sketches and correspondence letters
slowly arose. The program is exploratory approached as each stage or experiment is
based on a previous one. In the sketch a part of the program-circle is black, showing that
the project is a half way through, another part is lined because the experiments at that
stage haven’t been completed or precisely defined.
By now two experiments are established: Experiment 1 (X1) extends knowledge on
transformation based on sketches; and experiment 2 (X2) extends knowledge on
transformation based on correspondence letters. Both experiments uses theory on Isotype
as basis for making the experiments, namely the archive material is complemented with
Otto and Marie Neurath’s reports and earlier research on Isotype. Subsequently each
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experiment’s knowledge output feeds into the general theory on Isotype and into the
broader aim of the program.
The knowledge output of experiment 1 (K1) in the form of descriptive diagrams and
visualizations elaborates what actually happened in Marie Neurath’s sketches. A set of
principles, their mutual relationship and how they where used are proposed as well as new
light is shed on the complexity of Marie Neurath’s work.
As well as an experiment contributes with new knowledge it also raises a new question and
strengthens the program. In the course of X1 new archive material was discovered—the
correspondence letters— and they will form the basis for the next experiment (X2). X2 is
therefore an extension of X1 that will clarify and complement the knowledge output then
most likely give birth to a new experiment Xx. The two first experiments overlap because
their theory (T1 and T2) stems from the same theoretical genealogy, but focuses on
different aspects. Where T1 focuses on the principles of transformation; T2 focuses on the
role of the transformer, the person carrying out the transformation process in a design
team. As the program strengthens, it is expected that the experiments become more and
more focused and therefore smaller on the sketch.
The general flow of the program is visualized in figure 7 a diagrammatic version of figure 6:

Figure 7: Dynamic Research Diagram for Visualizing Transformation
Source: Pedersen (2011)

The curve of the program-circle is formed as a spiral. Through its course it becomes
stronger and stronger but narrows in, as the experiments become more specific. After a
specific knowledge output is added to K (e.g. K1) a new question arises (Q2) and forms the
basis for an experiment (X2). Every arrow colored in green can be seen as a new layer of
information, an extension of the general knowledge output (K) and a continuation of the
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program. The program is formed by the experiments and vise versa. While the program
comes to an end it will form the general knowledge output (K) of the project.
Figure 7 can be simplified further as figure 8 – a generalization of theory extension:

Figure 8: Dynamic Research Diagram for Theory Extension
Source: Pia Pedersen (2011)

Compared to Brandt and Binders diagram, figure 8 shows the dialectics between Q, P and
X and additionally their connection to theory and knowledge output. The flow of Theory
Extension opens with a question that generates a program. The line of P is a kind of
timeline showing approximately when P starts and ends. Inside the program are x number
of experiments (Xx) that are guided by a question (Qx) and informed by relevant theory (Tx).
In the diagram one can add as many stages or experiments as necessary. The big arrows
can overlap, be closer or farer from each other e.g. X1 and X2 in figure 6.
On the diagram Xx based on Tx narrows down into knowledge output Kx. Each experiment
extends the current knowledge (Tx) but also extends the general knowledge output (K).
Furthermore a new question (Qy) arises from the experiment and extends the program. The
actual knowledge extension happens in the way the experiments use artifacts based on
theory to develop the existing knowledge. In the present research project an artifact is
shaped around the archive material and its existing theory. The artifact stretches out the
existing theory on Isotype by continuing others research. The knowledge extension is also
general since each experiment contributes to the general knowledge output of the project.
At its end the program becomes stronger and finally at its closure it becomes the
knowledge output (K), which has been formed by the whole program and its more and
more specific experiments.

2.3 Theory merging
In this section we apply research sketching to another on-going PhD. project, devoted to
the development of a computer game, called the CP game, which is designed for
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hospitalized children at a Danish hospital. In so doing, we uncover the principles behind the
third form of theory building, viz. theory merging.
The purpose of the game is to design a computer game for hospitalized children (age 4-6)
that can map emotional experiences and hereby allow them to inform staff and researchers
about their emotional lives (see Knutz & Markussen, 2010). Elaborating on Brandt and
Binder’s diagram as a starting point, the constituents of this project can be mapped as in
the following diagram where we have magnified the experiments:

Figure 9: Elaborated diagram
Source: Knutz (2011)

This diagram shows that the project was initiated with a research question (RQ1): Is it
possible to gain information about the emotional lives of hospitalized children through
gaming? Moreover, a program frames the project by specifying the context in which design
experiments are carried out: the children ward and a target group of hospitalized children
as well as hospital staff and parents, who all have their daily routines at the ward.
The research question and program set the scope for two research experiments.
Experiment 1 consists in the design and making of the computer game itself, while
experiment 2 consists in testing the game upon a group of patients and non-patients, using
the game as an alternative method of inquiry into children emotional lives.
However, while this diagram may provide an overview of the constituents of the project, it
says nothing about how the experiment has progressed, and what theories have been
relevant for the project. These questions are simply not dealt with. To make up for this
shortcoming and to gain more insight into the constructive role of the experiments, a far
more detailed research sketch can be drawn that visualizes the interactions between
research question and experiment:
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Figure 10: A dynamic research sketch, which explains the dialectics between Research
Question, Experiment and the Theoretical Genealogy attached to each experiment
Source: Knutz (2011)

This research sketch shows that experiment 1 and 2 have two different theoretical
genealogies. One can see that experiment 1 is informed by emotion theories and emotiondriven approaches to design, whereas experiment 2 is informed by narrative theory to
understand how children interact with characters in a game world. In the game, children
can attach emotions to an animation figure, which lives through medical treatments at a
hospital similar to their own. Moreover, the children can also pick up “secrete powers”
enabling the animation figure to cope with the treatment situation in fictional ways, for
instance, by taking on a cape that makes the figure invisible.
In the game, children may play out emotions that are not identical to their own emotional
reactions towards medical treatment. For instance, they may play out as-if scenarios
thereby exploring emotions and imaginary experiences that somehow differ from or
contrast how they actually feel. In this sense, experiment 1 – the design and making of the
game – calls for articulating a new second research question (RQ2) that drives the further
inquiry. In order to gain information from the game about children’s emotions, we must be
able to account for the relation between player experience (that of a child patient) and that
of a fictive character (who is also a patient in the game world)? What is the relation
between the real (felt) emotion and the (imaginary) fictional emotion experienced through
the world of fiction? (see Knutz, forthcoming).
Theories of emotion in design typically have no answers to such questions. Being heavily
influenced by psychology and cognitive science they often tend to focus primarily on
measuring how people actually feel, not on their imaginary experiences of emotions.
Hence, the need for informing experiment 2 – the testing of the game – with a new
theoretical resource: narrative theory. For the sake of clarity, this dialectic process can be
illustrated by constructing a diagram out of the research sketch:
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Figure 11: A diagram based on Dynamic Research Sketching
Source: Knutz, (2011)

Figure 11 illustrates that experiment 1 forces the research question to drift leading to
formulating a new one. Further, experiment 1 does not only raise an awareness of
knowledge gaps inherent in the theories of emotion initially informing the project. It also
forces the researcher to re-think the mode of "asking" and "thinking" and "doing". Therefore
the program is expanded and modified; it compels a new set of questions and different
modes of asking than those devised by emotion theories. This further inquiry process is
guided not only by research question 2, but also by narrative theory, which is brought into
the project.
Finally, the arrow out of experiment 2 indicates that there is a need to build new theory for
design research. Exact knowledge on the relationship between real and fictional emotions
cannot be provided by either emotion theories or narrative theory. Rather we need to
merge the two theories into a new theoretical construction (Theory C). In this way, the
diagram can be said to uncover how experiments in design research may lead to theory
merging.

3. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
On the basis of these three case examples we claim that dynamic research sketching
improves Brandt and Binder’s framework in several respects. First, it is dynamic in the
sense that it uncovers connections, relations, hierarchies and dependencies between
research question, program and experiment as they evolve during the research process.
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Secondly, dynamic research sketching is a tool that enables us to explain the constructive
role of experiments in the formation of new theory. In this paper, we have accounted for
three forms of theory formation, but other forms must be anticipated.
Thirdly, while Brandt and Binder’s diagram is set up deductively and then applied to
research projects, our diagrams are developed from the “bottom up”, using dynamic
research sketching to extract methodological principles and dialectic processes from
research projects. In this way we end up with three different diagrams for theory
construction (Figure 12):

Figure 12

However, this is precisely why dynamic research sketching could be criticised. Insofar as
our diagrams are constructed inductively from individual research projects, there is a clear
risk that they have no explanatory power if extended to projects beyond the individual
cases. In other words, the diagrams may only say something valuable for understanding
the projects analysed in this paper, while general insights into theory construction as found
in other projects may reside at a minimum. Questions like these however must be subject
to future work.
In this paper, our aim was to demonstrate that dynamic research sketching could be a new
explanatory tool for understanding methods of theory construction in research through
design. Other authors such as Zimmernan et al. (2011) have dealt with types of theory
construction in terms of frameworks, philosophical guidelines and design implications, but
they give no explanation as to how these theoretical constructs come out of the process of
recurrent experimentation. By introducing dynamic research sketching, we argue that it is
possible to uncover some of the basic construal principles governing this process. For
instance, theoretical constructs such as frameworks may result from processes of theory
refinement, theory extension or theory merging. While our diagrams may be idiosyncratic to
the individual project, by using the same basic categories we secure the ground for
comparison and for making distinctions. In so doing, we hope to have contributed with
those additional analytical concepts and definitions that are absent from the current use of
the term research through design.
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